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 Temple Town 6

 Essex Wanderers 0

Possession: 67 - 33 (63-37) 
Chances: 10 - 0 (6-0) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Rowley McCafferty  Jasper Tete 
 
Temple Town took a massive step toward 
Premiership survival by beating Essex 
Wanderers 6-0 in a result which, barring 
a miracle, ended any hopes of survival by 
Essex Wanderers.

Timothy Pilling set-up Rowley McCafferty 
to start the ball rolling for Town after 
just 19 minutes with a long range effort. 
Ferdinand Tepper extended that lead just 
four minutes later when his direct freekick 
found the target. McCafferty turned 
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provider on 36 minutes when setting up 
Joel Wigglesworth for another long range 
strike to make it 3-0 at halftime.

The second half was barely two minutes 
old when good work from Franklin Leaver 
on the wing set up Wigglesworth for his 
second of the match and Towns fourth. 
Eight minutes later came number five. 
Stanley Mathews setting up Pilling to 
make sure there was no coming back 
for Essex. With just twenty minutes later 
the out was complete. Terry Cropper 
set-up Ernesto Verdasco for Temple 
Towns number six and lift them above 
Destroyers and out of the relegation 
zone.

Temple Town

At last the team woke up today 
and tore apart a dejected Essex 
team, who are struggling fo any 

victory. Complete domination of game 
lead to a convincing 6 v 0 victory, which 
also climbed them out of the releagtion 
zone.

So shut up ginger, the Tangerine Army 
are at last awake and who knows where 
we will finish now. The TT manager 
would not discuss the embarrassment for 
Egg Shell Shit who have moved into a 
caravan. His appearance is now closely 
resembling a gypsy!

Machine Halt 
Domination

Westcountry Wanderers 0

 Red Machine 0

Possession: 52 - 48 (51-49) 
Chances: 0 - 2 (0-2) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Cliff Hedger  Sergio Di Cintio 
 
In week eight it finally happened. 
Westcountry Wanderers amazing 100% 
start to the season in the Premiership 
came to halt at home to Red Machine FC.
As you would expect it was an extremely 

tight encounter with nothing to choose 
between the two sides in possession. 
Amazingly, throughout the whole match 
the visitors restricted the run away 
leaders to not having a single effort on 
goal. The result will not set alarm bells 
ringing in either camp, but with DUAO 
winning and keeping pace, Wookies side 
will be quietly contemplating a smash and 
grab at the top in the next few weeks.

Result!!!

To many, it may of seemed like a 
celebration of another trophy that 
manager Couchy was adding to 

his vast collection. But it wasn’t, all he 
achieved was to be the first manager to 
take points off Westcountry Wanderers 
this season!

Couch was obviously estatic at his sides 
somewhat laboured 0-0 draw with the 
league leaders. In a game that only 
created two chances, which both fell to 
the away side, it was not a game to be 
enjoyed by the neutral, one word could 
be used to sum up this game.....DULL.

The home side were the clear favourites 
before the game, not just because of their 
fantastic form this season. The Machine 
were missing their three star midfielders 
due to suspension and injury, and many 
were surprised to find club captain, Neill 
Whyte amongst the substitutes. Couchy 
was unavailable for comment after the 
game, is there unrest developing within 
the club?

DUAO Ready To 
Pounce

 Down Under And Out 2

 The Dark Destroyers 1

Possession: 55 - 45 (53-47) 
Chances: 5 - 3 (1-0) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Olívio Bonilha  Fred West 
 
Down Under and Out look the team 

most likely, if any, to 
catch run away leaders 
Westcountry Wanderers, 
particulary follwing the 
leaders 0-0 draw at Red Machine and 
DUAO’s 2-1 victory over Destroyers. The 
Destroyers are notoriously hard to beat 
but alarmingly for  Cheiftan they now find 
themselves in a relegation spot.

In a tight first half there was little to 
choose between the two teams. The 
home side just edged possession and 
chances were virtually non-existent. 
The home side had to wait until twenty 
minutes from time to make the break 
through. A Daniel Kibble corner was 
headed in by Naldo Aragones to make 
it 1-0 to Wookies side. Just two minutes 
later and DUAO were well on their way 
to maintaining pressure at the top when, 
this time, a Mike Mumby corner fell to 
Andy Blackmoor at the edge of the box to 
fire home number two. 

The visitors tried to get back into the 
game and threatened a come back when 
Sean Gibbens set up the Devil to pull 
a goal back but it was too little too late 
as DUAO keep pace at the top and the 
Destroyers slip to 7th.

DUAO Edge Destroyers in 
Rematch

With only one chance created in 
the first half, it wasn’t until deep 
into the second half when the 

game came to life. DUAO made one of 
their 4 second half chances stick when 
Naldo Aragones leaped like a salmon to 
meet a Daniel Kibble corner and put the 
home side in front on 70 minutes. Just 
two minutes later and DUAO doubled 
their lead, when Andy Blackmoor latched 
onto the end of a Mike Mumby corner to 
smash the ball past a stunned 
Frankenstein Keeper. The destroyers 
clawed one back to set up a nervous last 
ten minutes at Wookie Hole.

A clearly relived DUAO Manager was on 
the touchline to give us his thoughts:

“Another hard fought game. Tactically we 
were much better than at the weekend, 
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we edged the game in possession 
and chances, but you can never 
underestimate the Destroyers and the 
lads dug in well for a well deserved 3 
points. 

With the kinks in the Wanderers armour 
starting to show, and as the end of 
season pressure mounts, we’re in a great 
position to advantage of the slightest 
mistake. Egg Park are well placed to 
cause an upset next week, but with 
disarray in their Managers life, as he 
currently directs his team from a second 
hand Bailey Senator Wyoming (complete 
with free dog), it looks like Wanderers 
will get off the hook and maintain their 
unbeaten run for at least another week.”
 

Champions See Title 
Slipping Away

   Irish Raiders 2

   Egloshayle Park FC 2

Possession: 45 - 55 (47-53) 
Chances: 4 - 5 (1-3) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Marshall Bushell  Anders Svensson 
 
The current league champions Irish 
Raiders’ attempt to retain the Premiership 
crown took a set-back at the Emerald Ilse 
after drawing with Egloshayle Park 2-2.

The home side got off to a great start 
when Gregory O Donell set up Les 
Pardoe for a long range effort after 
17 minutes play. The visitors edged 
possession in the first half and had the 
better chances and were rewarded when, 
after 33 minutes, Matt Oakleys corner 
was headed in by Alan Shearer at the 
near post to ensure the sides went it at 1 
a piece.

Just three minutes 
into the second half 
and Egloshayle edged 
infront. This time Shearer turned provider, 
this time setting up Anders Svensson for 
a long range effort. The scoring was not 
over and with twenty minutes left on the 
clock Errol Jordan put Gordon Hansen 
through to calmly slot past Kevin Hewitt 
to make it 2-2 in a result, which does not 
really help either side.

Park Boss In Hot Water

Egloshayle Park today treated 
club boss Mitchell to a weekend 
away in a secluded spot with 

plenty of ‘hunnies’ for company after 
landing the Manager of the Week award. 
In a destination and scenario which would 
have made Deck boss envious the Park 
boss enjoyed a 5-star accommodation, 
sipping beer and champagne, a pool 
table, a hot tub, SKY Sports and five 
ensuite bedrooms with iPod docks, digital 
TVs and DVDs in each.
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 The Rising Deck 3

 The Perry Men 2

Possession: 52 - 48 (52-48) 
Chances: 4 - 7 (1-2) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Robert Houdin  Narciso Campelo 
 
A hat-trick for midfield maestro Robert 
Houdin was enough to see off title rivals 
Perry Men in a 3-2 win for Division One 
leaders The Rising Deck.

Robert Houdin got the home side off to 

a flyer when his 24th minute freekick 
flew past Erik The Viking for Decks first 
goal. This was all there was to choose 
between the two teams at The Orpheum 
as the score remained 1-0 to the Deck at 
halftime.

After 57 minutes 
Deck had doubled 
their lead. Paul 
Zenon created an 
opening for Houdin 
to once more fire 
past the Viking from 
long distance. The visitors came back 
into the match with 20 minutes left on the 

clock when Patricio Salvador created a 
chance for Narciso Campelo to fire past 
Uri Gellar to make it 2-1. Any revival, 
however, was short lived when Houdin 
stepped up to a 76th minute free-kick to 
once more find the target with magical 

precision to claim 
his hat-trick. The 
Perry Men did 
muster another goal 
but it was not until 
the 90th minute. 
Rufus Lawrence’s 
corner was headed 

in at the far post by Campelo once more 
to make it 3-2 to the leaders.

Division One Round-Up
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Houdins Hat-trick 
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Perry Men Decked by Rising 
Houdin

Despite the loss against The 
Rising Deck, McFletch was proud 
of his players display given that he 

abandoned them for a week. ‘I was glad 
to see the players get out there and 
create chances. Unfortunately the 
finishing wasn’t too good and maybe 
that’s an area we need to strengthen. 
There’s no Lineker this season and we 
haven’t quite adjusted yet’ Next up for the 
Perry Men a tricky away game against 
the MongiTonkis who have already 
beaten McFletch’s men at the Lane.

Alkema Keeps 
Mangy In-Line For 
Premiership

 Mangatainoka FC 3

 Hell Hounds  2

Possession: 51 - 49 (61-39) 
Chances: 9 - 5 (5-1) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Dave Grohl 
 
Mangatainoka took full advantage of 
Perry Mens inability to beat Division 
one leaders Rising Deck and create a 
little daylight between themselves in the 
second promotion spot and third place by 
completing the double over Hell Hounds.

The home side had to twice come from 
behind to win the match. Mangatainoka 
did, however, have the majority of 
possession and chances in the first half 
but neither side to make the breakthrough 
before the break.

Hell Hounds were 
the first to make 
their mark when, 
after 59 minutes 
Bobby Ashtons corner found Norman 
Buchanan unmarked to make it 1-0 to 
the visitors. The promotion hopefuls 
responded well and were on level terms 
less than ten minutes later. Marcos 

Canas heading in Jarred Ackroyds 67th 
minute corner. Just six minutes later and 
the visitors took the lead again. This time 
Jude Attenboroughs cross was converted 
at the near post by Ashton. The visitors, 
once more, could not hold the lead. This 
time, just two minutes later a direct Roger 
Gidlof freekick found its target to make it 
2-2.

With time ticking away and both sides 
looking for the win it took a Geert Alkema 
header to snatch all three points for 
Mangatainoka after 83 minutes, following 
a Stelian Stoicu cross, to ensure Jareds 
side maintain their quest for Premiership 
football.

Trent Climb To Third

 FC Wazzy 0

 Down By The Trent 2

Possession: 45 - 55 (48-52) 
Chances: 2 - 5 (0-2) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Benedict Bayley  Mikey Grainger 
 
Down By The Trent continue to be the 
surprise package in Division One and a 
recent run of form has seen them climb to 
third, just three points of a potential return 
to top flight football.

Good work from Zacharias Barkworth 
created and opportunity for Ronnie 
Bergman to make it 1-0 to the visitors 
after 34 minutes play. Wazzy, who look a 
shadow of their former selves could offer 
little in return in the first half and went in a 
goal down at half time.

Just two minute into 
the second half and 
it could have been 
much worse for 
the home side but 
Bergman could only 

see his penalty return off the post. The 
relief was only temporary as Trent did 
get their second just two minutes later. 
Rodger Featherstone created a chance 
for Francis Groves to fire past Norton and 

propel Trent and Phil Jorys men on the 
verge of a promotion spot.

Flattering

 “Like a fat bird dressed in black” 
was the comment of DBTT 
manager Phil Jory after their 2-0 

victory at The Garden.  Jory added “I’m 
fully aware of Hutch’s busy schedule this 
week and that this victory may flatter us 
as he has been unable to prepare his 
team.  Next up is the Darkies and a 
kicking is anticipated.”

Defensive 
Masterclass

 Super Blues 0

 Wellington Wanderers 0

Possession: 45 - 55 (51-49) 
Chances: 7 - 0 (3-0) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Lester Tabbart  Doug Barrowcliff 
 
Defences dominated at Portman Fortress 
between Super Blues and Wellington 
Wanderers as both sides battled out a 
0-0 draw.

Lester Tabbart was the pick of the Blues 
defence as they restricted their visitors to 
not having a single sniff on goal for the 
entire 90 minutes where as The visiting 
keeper Barrowcliff kept EggMofos side 
in the match with a string of fine saves. 
Seven to be exact as Rices side continue 
to show glimpses of improvement for next 
season.
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Come on 
down...................

........................the price is 
right.  Can’t believe Bristol 
City are 13/2 to win at 
Blackpool as their arses won’t 

be twitchy and they will want to prove a 
point to Mr Coppell.  Not saying that 
Blackpool can’t make the play-offs as 
Swansea will be just as twitchy and the 
6/1 for Donny also looks tempting.  

If these games were a month ago with 
same points the away wins would be 
more like 3/1.....value?!??!

Changing Holes Of 
Tension

Can you hear the 
rumblings?.................it’s the 
emphasis of nervous tension 
shifting at an alarming rate 

away from Wookie Hole towards Temple 
hole!!

What day is it 
? FUCK IT’S 
MONDAY !!

The Rising Deck Player/
Manager/Owner of a walk 
hindering cock has had a 
Courvoisier filled Bank 

Holiday in Sunny Cornwall and forgot to 
do a proper press release so is making 
up this crap in the hope of beating 
whatever deadline is needed to get a 
200,000 much needed econ boost . I 
better get it or else i’ll get my horn out 
and that spells trouble for all who get in 
it’s way !

MM ;)

E I E I O!

Up the football league we go!

The TT manager really needs 
to concentrate more on his 

team as opposed to the mighty Tangerine 
Army. Again he was found this weekend 
at Bloomfield Road watching the tough 
1 v 1 draw with bristol shitty! What a rio 
roaring goal from Maynard!

Other News

Championship Talk

Other News

Park Boss Mitchell 
practices for his 
nude bet around 

Leicester Sq 
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Anyway now the play offs!
In the unlikely event that Blackpool are 
promoted, the little ginger whinger has 
agreed to streak around Leicester Square 
naked.

Mitchells Attitude Is 
A Joy To All

Egloshayle boss Mitchell 
today exclaimed he will do his 
best to beat Westcountry 
Wanderers on Thursday, 

despite preferring them to win the league, 
rather than DUAO.

“I find myself in a similar position to 
Benitez last Sunday (although I have a 
much better squad and a better grasp of 
the Spanish tongue). If I manage to beat 
Westcountry Wanderers it would certainly 
help bitter rivals DUAO in winning the 
league. I have made no secret that I want 
WW to be worthy winners. BUT, to be 
worthy winners you have to earn it and 
that means there will be no ‘givens’ where 
Park is concerned. We owe the league, 
our supporters and the club to try our 
best to win every game regardless of the 
consequences. DUAO can rest assured 
we wil do our best to win the match.”

This attitude us to be admired, 
particularly when in recent seasons 
DUAO have been out of the title race 
they have experimented with youth and 
inexperience to prepare for the following 
season, consequently surrending points 
to Parks rivals, which may well have 
affected Parks chances of the title 
themselves.

Other News

Park Boss Mitchell 
Sets Example

Little To Seperate 
Four Semi-Finalists

The League Supreme Cup

The League Supreme Cup

There was little to report in the cup-semi 
final first leg this week. As a consequence 
their will be a full-page report next week. 
A Dick Dastardly goal was enough to give 
The Dark Destroyers a 1-0 lead to take 

to in-form Down By Trent next week and 
Egloshayle Park managed a 0-0 draw 
at the Orpheum against Division One 
leaders The Rising Deck.

The League Supreme Cup - Semi-Final 1st Leg Results

The Dark Destroyers 1 - 0 Down by the Trent
Down by the Trent - The Dark Destroyers
The Rising Deck 0 - 0 Egloshayle Park FC
Egloshayle Park FC - The Rising Deck
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The FIFTY Hottest WAGS of 2008

Its a new season so we have the luxury of starting 
the hottest WAGS from number 50, just how far 
we get until we are bored who knows !!??

43. Nereida Gallardo

If you don’t know who this lady is, perhaps 
WAGs and the internet aren’t for you.

No.43

The FIFTY Hottest WAGS of 2008
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I’m glad to hear from all of you who 
successfully enjoyed last week’s 
challenge and due to popular request 
I’m upping the ante this week with a 
real tester. Good luck everyone and 
remember be safe be mean!

Erotic Instructions:

Beg your man to sit on the bed with his 
legs extended in front of him. Crawl up 
to him on your knees (this is something 
that should be done anyway everytime 
you request something from him e.g. 
the usual £50, YES FIFTY FUCKING 
QUID!!!!, to get your hair done or 
£200 for a new pair of shoes, after all 
you haven’t had a new pair since last 
Wednesday!) and straddle him, lowering 
yourself onto his erect penis. If you think 
his penis is not erect it’s best to check 
as unfortunately he may not be as well 
endowed as myself or my doppelganger 
The Famous imposter of me ‘Mandingo’.

Once you’re 

comfortable, and on me you wouldn’t be 
with your ribcage being pounded from 
inside, arch into a back bend — but be 
careful not to strain your lower back. Rest 
your head between his legs on the bed 
and reach your hands back to grab hold 
of his ankles or feet. At this point if he’s 
wearing some nice shiny brogues take 
note of the cleanliness and if they are not 
buffed & shiny make a mental point of 
addressing that task and putting it right at 
the earliest opportunity!  

If by looking at the attached diagram you 
think that this position is not achievable 
by yourself, for once don’t feel too 
disheartened as the only known person 
who does achieve this comfortably is 
Heather Mills and her constant fucking 
whinging more than ruins any pleasure 
that may be gained by her ability to 
freakishly get into the back buckling 
shape..

That’s when he leans forward and the 
fun begins as he unscrews the top off his 
latest bottle of Courvoisier and partakes 
in some well deserved volumes of 
chestnut coloured nectar.

Carnal Challenge 

Why You’ll Love It:

Use his legs to brace yourself and add 
more oomph when you thrust being 
careful that you don’t overdo it and expel 
foul air from your growler!
 .For those who are limber enough to 
last for even a few moments, the payoff 

is incredible. Throw your head back, 
close your eyes, and totally let go, 
because this position will connect 
you two like no other. The look 
you’ll get from your man/master 
will be that similar to when you 

hand him a large 
roast, sirloin steak or 
announce that you’ve 

decided that you don’t actually require a 
completely new outfit this week. It should 
be the hint of a small smile that should 
last no longer than a full second before 
you are shoved out of the way to hastily 
put the finishing touches to the meal of 
his choice.

How myself and 
Mandingo should 

be handled!

Last week’s Rising Deck Matchday 
Programme

The League Supreme Agony Uncle

Position Of The Week. No 5
‘Arc de Triomph’
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Week 8 Results
Down Under And Out 2 - 1 (0 - 0) The Dark Destroyers
Irish Raiders 2 - 2 (1 - 1) Egloshayle Park FC
Temple Town 6 - 0 (3 - 0) Essex Wanderers
WestcountryWanderers 0 - 0 (0 - 0) Red Machine FC

Premiership Table P W D L Diff Pts
WestcountryWanderers 8 7 1 0 10 22
Down Under And Out 8 6 1 1 14 19
Irish Raiders 8 5 1 2 5 16
Egloshayle Park FC 8 3 2 3 -2 11
Red Machine FC 8 2 2 4 1 8
Temple Town 8 2 1 5 -2 7
The Dark Destroyers 8 0 5 3 -5 5
Essex Wanderers 8 0 1 7 -21 1

Week 9 Fixtures
Essex Wanderers - Down Under And Out
Temple Town - Irish Raiders
Red Machine FC - The Dark Destroyers
Egloshayle Park FC - WestcountryWanderers

Xpert 11 - Team Of The Week
Andy Blackmoor - Down Under And Out
J Wigglesworth - Temple Town
R McCafferty - Temple Town
Timothy Pilling - Temple Town
Franklin Leaver - Temple Town
Anders Svensson - Egloshayle Park FC
Chesley Gellar - Down Under And Out
Neil Richards - Egloshayle Park FC
Fred West - The Dark Destr...
S Di Cintio - Red Machine FC
Olívio Bonilha (C) - Down Under And Out
   
Manager - CMitch Egloshayle Park FC 
      
 Top Scorers:
1 Ben Windsor F Down Under And Out 7
2 Joel Wigglesworth F Temple Town 6
3 Seymour Conden F Irish Raiders 5
 Acácio Coutinho F Red Machine FC 5

One To Watch
Egloshayle Park FC - Westcountry Wanderers
Egloshayle Road, up until this season, used to be a fortress for 
the home side. With DUAO playing winless Essex Wanderers, 
the Premiership leaders Westcountry Wanderers can not afford 
another slip up like they did last week against Red Machine. 
LS Prediction: Score draw at home puts DUAO within a point at 
the top.

Week 8 Results
Mangatainoka FC 3 - 2 (0 - 0) Hell Hounds
Super Blues 0 - 0 (0 - 0) Wellington Wanderers
The Rising Deck 3 - 2 (1 - 0) The Perry Men
FC Wazzy 0 - 2 (0 - 1) Down by the Trent

Division One Table P W D L Diff Pts
The Rising Deck 8 6 1 1 8 19
Mangatainoka FC 8 5 1 2 7 16
Down by the Trent 8 4 1 3 5 13
The Perry Men 8 3 3 2 5 12
Wellington Wanderers 8 3 3 2 -1 12
Hell Hounds 8 2 2 4 -5 8
FC Wazzy 8 2 1 5 -6 7
Super Blues 8 0 2 6 -13 2

Week 9 Fixtures
Hell Hounds - Wellington Wanderers
Down by the Trent - Super Blues
FC Wazzy - The Rising Deck
The Perry Men - Mangatainoka FC

Xpert 11 - Team Of The Week
Roger Gidlöf - Mangatainoka FC
J McGibbon - Hell Hounds
Narciso Campelo - The Perry Men
 Robert Houdin - The Rising Deck
Dave Grohl - Mangatainoka FC
Z Barkworth - Down by the Trent
O Mascarenhas - Wellington Wand...
Rory Estabrook - Mangatainoka FC
Mikey Grainger (C) - Down by the Trent
Lester Tabbart - Super Blues
D Barrowcliff - Wellington Wand...
  
Manager - Aotearoa Mangatainoka FC 
 
Top Scorers:
1 Rio Daltrey F The Perry Men 5
2 Edgar Meadows F Hell Hounds 4
 Patrício Salvador F The Perry Men 4
 Roger Gidlöf F Mangatainoka FC 4
 Geert Alkema F Mangatainoka FC 4
 David Blaine F The Rising Deck 4

One To Watch
The Perry Men - Mangataioka FC
The Perry Men, who have been in the promotion spot for most 
of the season have slipped out following back to back defeats 
against the current leaders. They have lost out to todays visitors 
so a win is vital for McFletchs side if they are to bounce back to 
the Premiership
LS Prediction: The Perry Men get back on track.

Premiership Stats

Premiership Stats
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